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DARLINGS OF FASHION
M E R C E D E S - B E N Z  F A S H I O N  W E E K  A U S T R A L I A

W O R D S  B Y  M A D E L I N  T O M E LT Y

Accab inci aut volupis explab is aceatur? Ducia 
veriste caecabo. Ut in et ex eatior molenecto es am 
qui dolorat quaeperum res eos magnimin nus molum 
etusam exerro quia m consent rae pratet autatur as 
eatur, quis quiandis sollupt aspiet unto quam faceritat 
ma sunditatem quatiat quisitae magnatiis voles aut ant 
inusa comnitiur aut andit, earum sandand aeratus res 
doluptatur?

The 20th anniversary of the Australian fashion event of the year took place this April 12th to 16th with over 70 shows, hundreds of garments and 
countless photo opportunities. With a glimpse at the spring/summer 2016 offering, there is plenty to look forward to if fashion is your thing, and 
for hairdressers, that’s pretty much all of us. The Journal was front row and centre this year to capture every fashion win and “aha” hair moment, 
and there were plenty of ongoing hair fashion themes that just couldn’t be ignored. Texture, and lots of it, had a strong presence again this season, 
while the slick, “wet look” and slept-in, effortless pony popped up time and time again. 

The fashion often gravitated towards neutral and washed-out palettes, while every fashion era from the 60s to the 90s appeared throughout the 
four days. The most obvious look, though, is something we’ve named “the new feminine”: minimal, simplistic, elegant and often looser silhouettes 
dominated dozens of runways, as did longer hemlines and a focus on fabric and form. Once again, local designers showed what they’re made of 
and demonstrated why so many Australian labels are being noticed on an international stage. Our Aussie darlings are here to stay, and with one 
look at the images on these pages, it’s easy to see why.

M A T I C E V S K I
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MATICEVSKI
H A I R  B Y  J A Y N E  W I L D  F O R  G H D

One of the most highly anticipated shows of the week lived up 
to expectations on Day 3 of MBFWA. Toni Maticevski’s couture 
collection was elegant, avant-garde and utterly beautiful. “This 
year’s collection channels a woman reflecting on memory, who 
in a state of permanent flux, and knows beauty is the only 
constant,” said the designer. Set against a sky-high, stark white 
wall and matching glossy stage, the contrasting elements of 
feminine, vintage silhouettes, crisp clean lines and futuristic, 
shiny metal made for a sensational show that felt almost filmic 
in its presentation. 

Jayne Wild led the hair direction for ghd and opted for a 
feminine, pulled back high bun on the models covered in 
coloured laytex. “We wanted to keep it clean and minimalistic 
and really let the clothes do the talking,” she said. “The 
tightness of the latex around the hair allowed it to be pulled 
at the corners, creating unique shapes for a dramatic effect on 
the runway.”
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ROMANCE WAS BORN
H A I R  B Y  A L A N  W H I T E  F O R  G H D

Cooee Couture by Romance Was Born was a magical spectacle 
of nature and glamour that continues the label’s partnership 
with designer, Linda Jackson. A tribute to her  flamboyant style, 
the spring/summer couture offering was inspired by the raw 
beauty of the Australian landscape and was LARGE in its use 
of colour, texture and shape, the aesthetic notably costume-
esque, with a head-to-toe approach. 

The mystical and wonderful spirit of Cooee Couture didn’t end 
with the fashion, with each model sporting a unique and avant-
garde hair style. “We are looking at a true Australian beauty,” 
said Hair Director, Alan White. “We’ve incorporated in some 
rainbow dreadlocks, clay and feathers to really play on the 
Australiana feel of the collection but also to add an element 
of that Romance Was Born fantasy. In order to keep the look 
polished, the base of the hair is kept sleek and sophisticated. 
Each look is unique to the outfit and to the model’s hair, so the 
look is similar overall, but each model has their own flavour.”
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IX IAH
H A I R  B Y  C L I V E  A L L W R I G H T  F O R  K M S  C A L I F O R N I A

IXIAH’s SS15 collection, Maharani, was presented on the fourth 
day of Mercedes Benz Fashion Week Australia and was a 
testament to designer Krystel Davis’ knack for detailing. Using 
light-weight fabrics, Davis incorporated her signature use of 
texture teasers including sequins, beading, fringing, frills and 
feathers to portray the image of a modern and powerful female 
ruler.

To work with IXIAH’s aesthetic, Hair Director, Clive Allwright 
created a sleek hairstyle with clean lines and high shine that 
made slippery, healthy strands the hero. Headline Headpieces 
hair accessories were incorporated into the loop-and-knot style 
to create maximum runway impact. “This year we’ve gone 
for a fresh and new direction... an elegant simplicity. It was 
important for us to create a statement through length and using 
accessories to showcasing Davis’ vision of a powerful woman. 
Extensions throughout the hair to create dramatic pony tails 
incorporating a signature knot subtly conveyed an urban tribal 
feel,” said Allwright.
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JASON BRUNSDON
H A I R  B Y  R I C H A R D  K A V A N A G H  F O R  R E D K E N

Both menswear and womenswear appeared on the runway at 
Jayson Brunsdon, and this wasn’t the only example of opposites 
portrayed. The collection was a melting pot of feminine vs. 
masculine, hard vs. soft, warmth vs. starkness.  The romantic 
runway saw man-style pants made of feminine lace, girly, floaty 
gowns paired with edgy biker jackets, and black sequined 
skirts with bustles alongside masculine, shiny brogues. The 
boys were no less juxtaposed, with metallic decadence and the 
odd rose-printed garment taking its place amongst the popular 
leisure-suiting trend.

Redken Hair Director, Richard Kavanagh created a strong but 
feminine style anchored by a French pleat for this romantic 
show with a touch of edge. “The French pleat I created pays 
homage to the 50s but the overall textured look was inspired 
by the 90s supermodels.“ Tonnes of texture with a vintage twist 
and a surprising “sticky” feel made it a completely unique hair 
look at MBFWA.
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DYSPNEA
H A I R  B Y  B Y R O N  T U R N B U L L  F O R  E V O

Dreamy, romantic, feminine and whimsical – that is the 
Dyspnea way. Designers, Rachel Motteram and Jameen Zalfen 
created a Fashion Week experience this season that had lace, 
embroidery, florals and… pom poms. It was all about texture 
and exaggerated silhouettes that demonstrated a deep well of 
imagination by the two designers. 

“Just like the collection, we wanted to really push the 
boundaries and be equally as daring,” said Byron Turnbull of 
his magical runway hair. “This striking and bold look perfectly 
embodied the playful nature of the clothes.” Opting for a slick 
yet ethereal look, Turnbull create beautiful, curved shapes on 
each model’s face by literally “sticking” sections of hair to the 
skin. Inspired by singer-songwriter, FKA twigs, his completely 
unique and beautiful hair-art was the ideal pairing to the 
enchanting Dyslexicola collection.
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TEN PIECES
H A I R  B Y  R E N Y A  X Y D I S  F O R  C L O U D  N I N E
A N D  A I D E N  X Y D I S  F O R  E V O

The wet look is back. It was seen all over the runway at MBFWA 
2015, and in the case of label, Ten Pieces it was seen in the 
pool, as Icebergs in Bondi was drained to make way for a 
contemporary catwalk. The fashion was simplistic in both 
design and palette, with black and white the only two shades 
utilised in the modern sportswear collection by designers, 
Maurice Terzini and Lucy Hinckfuss.

Renya Xydis created the women’s looks for Cloud Nine, while 
co-Director and son, Aiden created the men’s looks for evo. 
The overriding theme was a sleek, “modern-day punk” look 
that perfectly suited the pared-back fashion. Said Renya, “The 
models were styled to look as though they had just stepped 
off the beach, with wet and textured hair”, which was ideal 
given the simply unforgettable Bondi Beach backdrop, making 
it surely one of the most memorable moments in MBFWA’s 20-
year history.
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STRATEUS CARLUCCI
H A I R  B Y  T O D D  A R N D T  F O R  L A  B I O S T H E T I Q U E

Strateus Carlucci’s trans-seasonal collection was inspired by the 
triumph of nature over urban landscapes in a fashion showing 
entitled, Transplant. The “urban weed” concept snaked its 
way through the collection, with elongated sleeves, hidden zip 
details and exaggerated gussets and splits. 

The hair for the show, led by Hair Director Todd Arndt, played 
off the textures of the fabric with sleek, reflective waves 
sweeping low over the brow. “Transplant becomes imagery 
of nature taking over the man-made and it’s a perfectly suited 
concept to La Biosthetique as the emphasis is put back on 
natural, or true, beauty,” said Arndt. “We curled and pinned 
the hair and then brushed it out last minute. The results were 
loose waves that moved with the models down the catwalk: 
pure effortless, luxurious beauty.” 
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AJE
H A I R  B Y  D A L E  D E L A P O R T E  A N D
K A T E  M C Q U I T T Y  F O R  G O L D W E L L

Always feminine, the spring/summer 2016 collection by 
Aje, Vihara, was simplistic yet varied with lots of texture and 
embellishment on a mostly neutral palette. Heavy denim, 
sequins, lace and beading sat alongside soft and delicate silk 
crepe and graphic prints, and yet with every outfit paired with 
flat sandals, the collection never strayed from that Aje aesthetic 
– minimal effort, maximum impact.

The hair reflected this intention with a casual, relaxed centre 
part leading to an effortless, low pony. The slightly textured 
pony was either left loose, or held close to the neck with Aje 
scarves in a choker-like, yesteryear effect. Taking the hair look 
to another level was balayaged wefts at the ends of each pony, 
contrasting with the model’s natural hair colour: “The key to 
this look is subtlety,” said co-Director, Dale Delaporte, and yet 
the effect on the runway was anything but.
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